Efficiency of a novel non-Shine-Dalgarno and a Shine-Dalgarno consensus sequence to initiate translation in Escherichia coli of genes with different downstream box composition.
The efficiency of a novel non-Shine-Dalgarno translational initiator (ACCUACUCGAGUUAG, denoted PL) to promote translation in Escherichia coli was compared with that of the Shine-Dalgarno (SD) consensus sequence (AAGGAGGU) using four reporter genes. The obtained results showed that the genes of pokeweed antiviral protein (PAP I) and human calcitonin (CT) were poorly expressed under the conventional SD and were better expressed under the PL sequence. On the contrary, the genes of human interferon gamma (hIFN gamma) and chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) were highly expressed under SD and poorly expressed under the PL sequence. Computer search revealed a great diversity between the four reporter genes in respect to their complementarity to E. coli 16S rRNA. PAP I and CT genes were rich in nucleotides matching 16S rRNA (called downstream boxes) whereas the complementary domains in the other two (hIFN-gamma and CAT) genes were much shorter. The different behavior of the four reporter genes when placed under the translational control of SD and PL sequences was explained by the different binding energy of their mRNAs to the 30S ribosomal subunit.